HEAVY-DUTY JUMP STARTERS

BUILT-IN CHARGER
The ultimate in convenience, .
it never gets lost. Features fully
automatic charging, allowing
the unit to be kept in an always
ready state.

POWERFUL CLAMPS
Industrial Grade Hot Jaw™
clamps with high tension .
springs penetrate corrosion .
on battery terminals and .
transfer maximum power .
to the vehicle’s battery.

HEAVY-DUTY CASE
Resistant to shop fluids and
amazingly impact resistant,.
it is designed to withstand.
the rigors of everyday.
professional use.

BATTERY VOLT GAUGE
Provides accurate,.
detailed state of.
battery charge.

HEAVY-DUTY CABLES
Long, #2 AWG cables remain
flexible in extreme temperatures
and enable ideal unit placement
during jump starting.

CLORE PROFORMER™
BATTERY

Jump-N-Carry jump starters
feature high performance,
replaceable Clore PROFORMER
batteries, specifically developed for
vehicle jump starting applications.

REPLACEMENT BATTERY
CHARGER/CHARGER CORD
Working in the vicinity of a battery is dangerous —
always wear protective eye wear!
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MALE-MALE 12V EXTENSION CORD

TECH TIP:
The batteries in Clore Automotive jump starters exhibit no memory issues.
It is best to keep the battery fully charged - it does not need to be heavily
discharged during each discharge cycle. Charge early, charge often.

JNC950

JNC1224

2000 Peak Amp
12 Volt Jump Starter

3400/1700 Peak Amp
12/24 Volt Jump Starter

This 12 Volt-dedicated, high output unit .
is great for diesel shops, fleet maintenance,
industrial and marine applications where deep
cranking is the norm, not the exception.

The versatility of 12 and 24 Volt starting in a single,
heavy-duty unit. Dual Clore PROFORMER batteries
power the JNC1224 to 3400 Peak Amps when in
12 Volt mode.

Features Clore PROFORMER battery, an onboard
fully automatic charger, voltmeter, 12 Volt outlet to
power accessories and 46” #2 cables.

With an easy change between voltage settings .
using quick connects and an onboard automatic
charger, it is as convenient as it is powerful.

JNC080

JNC110 (Pair)

Built-in  

Built-in

ESA1

ESA1
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